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Introduction:
As this work contains just over a hundred and seventy pages it can only be an
introduction to the massive and diverse topic that is Art Deco. Considering the
many diverse art forms its practitioners embraced and how it covered most of
the globe for twenty years, this work cannot be anything else. Can any work be
anything else? Considering how this style was heavily influenced by many
cultures and hundreds of prominent individuals, writing comprehensively on
the topic is almost impossible. Charlotte and Tim Benton with Ghislaine Wood
gave that idea a good try, editing Art Deco 1910-1939. (2003). Forty
contributions by themselves and other specialists dealt with an extraordinary
number of aspects, many of them underused. Art Deco in India, South Africa,
Mexico, Australia and the Far East was included. Specialist contributions dealt
with topics as diverse as metal working techniques in 1920s America,
Hollywood films, the Tutankhamun fad and British ceramics. Even so, even
with 461 large pages on the topic, much was left out. Unless multiple large fat
volumes are published any aspect of the topic must be left incomplete.
Given these limitations I have tried to capture the flavour of the era, capturing
its diversity, energy, whimsicality and sensuality. Many illustrations that did
that could not be used on copyright grounds, but enough worthwhile
illustrations are still free.
Enjoy.
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Art from the Early Period 1895-1914

By SiefkinDR - Art et Decoration Magazine, 1914, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=52114706
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Charles Martin ‘Sports and Diversions’ 1914. Wikipedia

Two illustations by Georges Lepape from Wikipedia. Above. ‘The Three
Robes.’ 1913. Below. Two dresses designed by Paul Poiret in 1911.
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Georges Lepape. A 1919 Magazine cover for Vanity Fair. Wikipedia

Lepape would create many ilustrations for the American magazines Vogue and

Vanity Fair. He would migrate to America in 1926 and stay busy in the art
world there for the rest of his life.
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Piere Brissaud’s depiction of a 1914 French garden party. Wikimedia .The use
of shadow and detailed background would be unusual in the new style.

James MacNeill Whistler. The Peacock Room. 1876-1877. Wikimedia. The
combination of exotic opulence, bold colour and uncluttered space was to be
frequent in Art Deco. Whistler’s ideas and practice would be an inspiration to
the new movement.
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Paul Iribe and examples of his art.

All three images on this page are courtesy of Wikimedia
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These two examples show Iribe’s gift for caricature and his taste for he bizarre.
Both illustrations are courtesy of The Red List.
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Early works which show an Art Deco appearance before the style became a
dominant force include an American lamp by Louis Comfort Tiffany (18481933), an advertising poster for an 1894 French Exhibition by Camille Martin
(1861-1898) and two 1907 works by Spanards, Juan Gris and Pablo Picasso.
All four illustrations are from Wikipedia.
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Pablo Picasso (1881 -1973) ‘Head of a Sleeping Woman.’ 1907

Juan Gris (1887-1927) ‘The 1st of May in the Kursal.’ 1907
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1901

Two posters by Maurice Biais (1872-1926) Wikimedia/Commons/Public
Domain. That of 1901 shows the influence of Art Nouveau with the long
peacock dress, but the exuberance and flying balloons show the new style.
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August Macke (1887-1914) In this landscape this German artist, while
working in Tunisia, manages to show three different French influences;
Cezanne, Cubism and Fauvism. Such a cosmopolitian mixture would become
typical of the new style.
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The Beginnings
From around 1895 the western world went into a cultural ferment. In novels
published in that year Stephen Crane’s The Red Badge of Courage and Thomas
Hardy’s Jude the Obscure the basis of conventional beliefs would be
questioned; Crane focused on military ideals and Hardy on religious practices.
At the same time the playwrights Wilde, Shaw, Ibsen, Chekov and Hauptman,
would in their different ways, also question basic ideas upheld by Victorian
society. It was also around 1895 that a Parisian teenage apprentice umbrella
maker, Paul Poiret, began to make women’s clothes out of silk scraps,
designing them for comfort, not repression and here and there fashion posters
were being created with bright colours and angular lines. Out of such little
things revolutions grow. In art the post impressionists started coming out of
the artistic wilderness, which was a theoretical break in art as they escaped
from the expected attempt to depict reality, or what was even worse, art that
served morality, religion or the nation. In architecture, wallpaper, interior
design, furniture, furnishings, posters, sculpture, lithographs, paintings,
illustrations and book covers, the style now known as Art Nouveau had been
emerging since the 1880s, coming to prominence around 1890. It was in the
period 1895-1914 that a tremendous upheaval unfolded in the art world. It
was a splintered upheaval in which what is now known as Art Deco was just
one splinter, closer to Art Nouveau than the others - and sometimes initially
almost indistinguishable from it.
The other splintered movements were predominantly based in one nation. The
Fauves were a French school of painting. Constructivist art came out of Russia.
Futurism arose in Italy towards the end of the Edwardian era. Despite the
prominence of Spanish expatriates Picasso and Gris in France, the Cubist
movement was dominated by French artists. Similarly Expressionism, despite
the prominence of Norwegian Edward Munch and Austrian Ergon Schiele, was
predominantly a German movement. While the art of these movements
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is now valued in the millions of dollars, in the Edwardian era these movements
faded away fairly quickly after unsettling the established cultural views. At the
English Grafton Galleries show of 1910-1911 and the American Amory
Exhibition of 1913, modern art was displayed, and caused a sensation in both
nations.1 The exhibitors were virtually lining up art works for an attack on
traditional art and they succeeded – at causing controversy and confusion, not
at establishing a monolithic replacement in style. The displayed Fauves and
post-impressionists were splintered movements by 1913, when their
adherents were still alive and painting. Expressionists, constructivists and
futurists lasted a decade or two as movements, before splintering or fading,
while both Art Deco and Art Nouveau lasted several decades.
In late 1914 that did not appear to be their future. Art Deco seemingly
resembled the previously mentioned small nationalistic movements, in that
after flourishing for a few years amongst a small, rich clientele, it was heading
for disintegration. In this case the approaching disintegration was due to the
pressures of war. However, the new movement had several advantages the
others did not have. The large number of foreigners and expatriates in France
who supported it, either through their artistic creations or through the
financial, moral and personal support of the wealthy were factors giving the
movement a wider, more secure base. How the new movement’s varied styles
applied to everything cultural and met new tastes was even more important.
The new movement by its wide mass appeal would survive; the other
movements had no practicality, few buyers and no mass international appeal.
While the other movements were dead or dying in the 1920s Art Deco
flourished, peaking in 1925. It went into decline just before the Second World
War, when Modernism, which had been developing since late in the
Edwardian era, became the next new thing. In its time Art Deco pervaded all
1

J.B. Priestley, The Edwardians. London, 1972. pp. 140-146; Tom Vitale, ‘Amory Show that Shocked America in
1913 Celebrates 1000’ NPR Art and Design. https://www.npr.org/2013 amory-show-that-shocke-damerica-in1913-celebrates-100. Posted Feb17 2013. accessed March 24th 2018.
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the cultural fields except the written word, coins, industrial machinery, mines,
weapons, and music. It became so widespread that people frequently refer to
any artistic endeavour in the western world from between the world wars as
being Art Deco. They are not that far wrong. Architecture, automobiles,
clothing, jewellery, lamps, leadlight, posters, interior decorating, cutlery,
tapestries, carpets, mosaics, porcelain, statues, posters, paintings, wallpaper,
shoes, hats, sculpture, bric-a-brac, handbags, book and magazine illustrations,
sketchings, business logos, trains, planes, packets, advertisements and kitchen
utensils would all be made in the style that was first named Art Deco in 1967.2
No artistic style before it had covered so much of the world’s surface and
never had so many people adapted an art form. Although many fine examples
were destroyed by bombers in the Second World War and then by bulldozers
after it, many cities still show the effect that Art Deco architecture had on the
world. From the skylines of New York, Chicago, Shanghai, Brussels, San
Francisco, Paris, Havana, Vancouver, Mumbai, Cape Town, Hanoi, Saigon,
Madrid, Auckland, Tel Aviv, Miami, Nice, Sydney, Mexico City, Quebec, Santa
Barbara, Vienna, Marseilles, Athens, Kolkata, Buenos Aires, Cairo, Glasgow,
Edinburgh and Rio, Art Deco was prominent - and often in the newer cities
predominant. In Berlin, Madras, Helsinki, Adelaide, Mexico City, Melbourne,
Seville, Wellington and Prague the style was not predominant, but pockets of
the new architecture still survive. Few large cities existent then did not contain
interesting examples of the style, which could also be found at the local small
town cinema virtually anywhere on earth. As the style spread around the
globe, and became part of so many different cultural aspects, the question of
why that had happened arose.
One answer is in the difference between the two styles. Art Nouveau was a
reflection of the upper class and middle class leisured world of the fin-de-sic
and Edwardian eras. As Eleonora Bairati writes and displays with her chosen
2

Craig M. Carver, A History of English in its Own Words. New York, 1991. p. 263
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illustrations, the style charms.3 It also relaxes and frequently shows whimsy.
However has anyone ever felt themselves energised by looking at Art
Nouveau? Initially Art Deco, so heavily influenced by the earlier style, also had
these characteristics, but from around 1920 they became rarer, existing
mainly in the works of many of those Edwardian pioneers in the new style
who still created illustrative artworks in the 1920s and 1930s.

Home Place England. (1905) Wikipedia
Designed by Edward Schroeder Prior (1832-1952). As this creation shows, this
archirtect was inspired by William Morris and John Ruskin and was a strong
supporter of the Arts and Craft movement. The use of angular lines, symmetry
and bold decoration adumbrates Art Deco.
3

Eloenora Bairati, ‘The Discreet Charm of an Epoch.’ In La Belle Époch: Fifteen Euphoric Years of European
History. Lorenzo Camusso, Editor in Chief. New York, 1978. pp. 113-176.
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Photographer: Gerard Dukker. German Art Deco tiles of the 1920s. Wikimedia

A Morris tile design from fifty years earlier. Courtesy: William Morris Tile.
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Amongst the best known and most prolific artists doing this were a closely knit
group entitling themselves ‘The Knights of the Bracelet.’4 They had gone to the
same Parisian art schools and would frequently work together or in close
proximity for years after. They included Paul Iribe (1883-1935) his cousin
George Barbier (1883-1932), Pierre Brissaud (1885-1964), André Marty
(1882-1974), Georges Lepape (1887-1971) and Charles Martin (18841934).
They depicted a world where automibiles and aeorplanes were scarce and
blaring radios unknown. After 1920 the new style would change, being
influenced by a world becoming more rushed, restless and frentic. Art Deco
would take on the optimism, energy, vigour and bold colour associated with
both the fauves and the futurists. Several decades later this remains evident:
sometimes 1920s and 1930s art almost pulsates with energy.
Art Deco’s origins are in the written ideas of different nineteenth century
artists, but not necessarily in their finished products, which frequently look
very different to Art Deco works. William Morris (1834-1896) expressed
what would become a key tenet of both the Arts and Crafts movement and Art
Deco when he made his famous advice that people should have nothing in the
houses unless they knew it was useful or thought of it as beautiful.5 At the time
he said this the houses of rich Victorians were usually cluttered with bric-abrac, ugly paintings and uncomfortable, overly decorated furniture, much of
which was cumbersome, even useless. Morris also emphasised other ideas that
would be at the core of the new art: the innate creativity of the craftspeople
over the influence of past styles, closely studying nature and being in accord
with the materials used.6 Morris and his company employees would strongly
influence the design of furnishings, utensils, furniture and architecture in the

4

Julian Robinson, The Golden Age of Style London, 1976. p.26.
William Morris Society, Washington D.C. www.morris society.org/aboutWilliamMorrisSociety. USB Brochure.
Posted September 9th 2010. accessed 8th March 2018.
6
Tim Benton, ‘Italian Architecture and Design.’ In Art Deco 1910-1939. London, 2010. p. 219.
5
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last third of the nineteenth century. He also strongly influenced the Arts and
Crafts movement which in turn would influence Art deco artists and craft
people. Almost forgotten as a political figure by the 1920s, his ideas about
furniture design and even some designs continued to be an influence even
longer than the new cultural movement lasted.
In the 1870s James McNeill Whistler (1834-1903) was amongst the early
enthusiasts in Paris strongly influenced by the Japanese art being imported
into the west and he encouraged other prominent cultural figures to also
collect Japanese porcelain.7 At the same time that Whistler was fuelling this
interest the gallery owner and exporter/importer Siegfried Samuel Bing
(1838-1905) extended and perpetuated the influence of oriental art during
his lifetime. Through his magazine he not only displayed and sold oriental art,
but extended its influence to many famous artists, including figures as diverse
as Van Gogh, Degas, Klimt, Lautrec, Aubrey Beardsley, Gauguin, Macintosh,
Frank Lloyd Wright, Renoir and Monet.8 His direct influence was also
extensive in the world of Art Nouveau through his gallery, magazine,
workshop and pavilion at the 1900 exhibition. His gallery, the Maison de’l Art
Nouveau’ even gave part of its name to that movement.9
The reasons for the appeal of much oriental art particularly that of the
Japanese, are obvious. The long, clear and elegant flowing lines, the
uncluttered backgrounds, the frequently subtle use of hues and overall sense
of subtlety appealed. Other aspects would influence first the aesthetes and then
subsequent European movements. These aspects included light without
shadow, off centred arrangements without perspective and vibrant colours on
plain surfaces.10 Even as early as the fin de sic era inspiration from Japanese
7

William Gaunt, The Aesthetic Adventure, London, 1975. pp. 35-36 p.40
‘Seishonagon,’ https://aboutartnouveau.wordpress.com2013/11/11siegfried-bing/ accessed 26th February
2018.
9
‘Maison de’l Art Nouveau.’ Wikipedia.
10
Seishonagon; Anna Jackson, ‘Inspiration From the East.’ In Art Deco 1910-1939. Edited by Charlotte Benton,
Tim Benton and Ghislaine Wood. London. 2010. p. 67.
8
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art was also taken up by furniture designers, interior decorators and
architects. From Whistler onwards these developments would change much
western art, eventually percolating through the fin de sic movements into
much of the global art of the era between the world wars.11
Paul Cezanne (1839-1906) would theoretically emphasise treating nature in
art as relating to the sphere, the cone and the cylinder.12 Once again a late
nineteenth century phrase containing a key idea would eventually influence
many. Other advice he gave, for the artist to immerse himself in colour, to
forget everything from the past and paint anew in bold colours, could
certainly be applied to what became Art Deco.13
All these ideas and the artistic creations of these men would also influence
other movements which emerged before Art Deco. Beginning in 1904 the
Fauve movement followed Cezanne’s bold ideas and use of colour, while the
early cubist artists who emerged within a year of his death in 1906, followed
his emphasis on shape. Although individual artists in both movements would
sometimes produce paintings in their movement’s style in the decades after the
First World War, fauvism and cubism as movements had lost their force by
1920. Some critics and historians see important artists in these movements as
being part of the Art Deco movement or even, but it seems more accurate to
state that they sometimes adumbrated art in the Art Deco style.
An interesting individual example of this type of individual was the British
born American Louis Rhead. (1957-1926). An illustrator of magazines and
children’s books and a ceramics devotee, only a small section of his art fits into
the Art Nouveau style, but even there his bold use of bright flat colour, stylish
fonts and illustrated advertising all adumbrate Art Deco by two decades or

11

Anna Jackson, pp. 66-77. Text and illustrations.
Paul Cezanne, Letter to Emile Bonnard, April 15th 1904. In Quoteland.com www.quoteland com/authorPaul
Cezanne Quotes 3656. accessed 9th March 2018.
13
Paul Cezanne, Cezanne Quotes 3656. accessed 9th March 2018.
12
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more. While the flowing lines and the depicted women in the 1896 Sun
advertisement and Lunborg Perfume are clearly Art Nouveau, the 1900
advertisement could easily be an Art Deco design from 1920. His ceramics also
show these differing tendencies. Toulouse-Lautrec (1864-1901) and the
Parisian illustrator and artist Maurice Biais (1872-1926) were others who
would frequently produce works decades ahead of Edwardian developments.
Perhaps little of the influence came directly from Whistler and Morris, but the
most versatile of these designers reflecting their influence was Charles Rennie
Macintosh (1868-1928). He managed to succeed in several artistic professions
by incorporating their ideas, those of the Arts and Crafts and aesthetic
movements, the symbolists and then added some of his own from Scottish
traditions.14 His designs and those of his wife, the symbolist artist Francis
MacDonald Macintosh (1864-1933) her sister Frances (1873-1921) and her
husband Herbert MacNair (1868-1955) frequently adumbrate Art Deco. Their
creations from before 1914 often have the look of the peak of the fashion
twenty years later.15 “The Glasgow Four” as the in-laws became known, may
just possibly have made Glasgow, not Paris, the new movement’s centre. The
Glasgow school, won admiration, particularly in Germany and Austria.16
In his interior designs, furniture, posters and lead lights, Macintosh could at
different times easily fit into the worlds of Art Nouveau, the aesthetic
movement and the Arts and Craft movements. His architecture however, with
its lack of decoration and curves seems to be incorrectly labelled Art Nouveau.
His house exteriors look closer to the Modernism which would emerge in
German and Austrian architecture in 1912, nations where his influence was
strong.
14

Tim Benton, ‘Great Britain: Arts and Crafts and Art Nouveau.’ In Art Nouveau Architecture. Edited by Frank

Russell. London, 1983. p. 42 pp. 44-45.
15
16

Gabriele Fahr-Becker, Art Nouveau. Köln, 1997. pp. 68 and illustration p.69.

Tim Benton, ‘Great Britain: Arts and Crafts and Art Nouveau.’ In Russell, pp.45-46 p.304; Fahr-Becker, p.

362.
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1896

1900

Louis Rhead 1857-1926

c.1895
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Despite their success and several other Scottish architects taking up the style,
the four did not create a large movement with strong local support.
Macintosh’s architectural career was virtually over by 1910, His personal
problems, uncompromising vision and a downturn in Glasgow’s economy all
combined to slow and then sideline the Glasgow school. The Four continued
designing architecture, furniture, furnishings, paintings posters and leadlight,
but after 1910 were more on the edges of a movement that they had once led.
Macintosh finished his career as an expatriate landscape painter in the 1920s.
17

Ironically this was just as his style was being adapted on a global scale. After

his sister in law’s death in 1921 his wife produced very little work.

Photographer: Jean-Pierre Dalbéra. ‘Macintosh and the Glasgow Style’
Wikimedia. This display of Macintosh’s products includes the lead lights.

17

Fahr-Becker, p. 68.
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A 1904 Macintosh secretarial desk and a leadlight. Creative Commons
Wikipedia. The rose below was Macintosh’s logo, ‘The Glasgow Rose.’
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Macintosh designs. A twin beds room and the Glasgow Herald Building. Both
pictures are from Creative Commons/Wikipedia
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Macintosh’s Hill House 1904. Wikimedia

Charles Rennie Macintosh 1868-1928
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Although what would develop into Art Deco was emerging in the period
1890-1910, these decades would be dominated by Art Nouveau. This
movement had different names in Europe’s different languages, but its artistic
outpourings were remarkably similar. Art Nouveau would resemble Art Deco
by being heavily influenced by Whistler, Morris, the Arts and Crafts movement
and Oriental art. Like Art Deco, it would permeate the decorative arts,
architecture, painting, sculpture, jewellery, furniture ceramics, glassware,
kitchenware, posters and leadlight. It also adumbrated Art Deco by going into
the emergent world of illustrated advertising and by spreading over much of
the globe, usually where Europeans or Americans dominated.
Particularly with architecture and furniture differentiating a particular piece
as being either Art Deco or Art Nouveau becomes difficult. Paintings, posters
and illustrations are another matter. Here what differentiates the two styles
can rarely be reconciled because artists frequently use lines in opposing ways.
Art Nouveau was characterised by delicate, long, even elongated lines. These
could be wavy, curling, swirling, and oval and piled onto each other. The
German slang term for Art Nouveau was Noodle Art; this was often accurate.
In Art Deco from around 1920 onwards just the opposite applied to lines.
Many lines were straight, short, parallel, symmetrical - and used sparingly.
Curves were rarely dominant. Except for landscapes, people and animals,
where curves appeared they frequently formed mechanically perfect circles or
half circles. Others curved symmetrically, as in depictions of propellers or the
sides of ships, trains or vehicles. Their effect conjured up the new modern
world of industry, machinery, efficiency. This also strongly contrasted with Art
Nouveau, where legends, mythology and history were extremely common
themes and landscapes had a whimsical appeal. Art Nouveau women also
frequently had this whimsical appeal. Others in the style are depicted in a
languorous way. With Art Deco coming into prominence in the 1920s when
more women were gaining political rights, employment and financial
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independence, art reflected that development. Languorous rarely applies to Art
Deco depictions of women.
The two styles also used colours differently, not just in painting, but in every
field. The earlier style favoured pastels and watercolours for delicacy. Shades
of grey, blue and green were favoured and when more vivid colours such as
orange and yellow were included, they often had a flat, subdued, even drained
look. In architecture this worked, giving subtle effects that would have been
missed with stronger colours.
In the newer style architects could also use colours with subtlety, but bold
colour usage was more common. No other architectural style since the Aztecs
was more bold, colourful or dominating.

The First Autum Salon. 1903. Wikimedia
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Despite their common ground in inspiration and some similarities in style, the
origins for the spread of the two styles were at opposite extremes. Art
Nouveau’s points of origin were many; Prague, Glasgow, Vienna, Berlin, Paris,
Nancy, London, Dublin, Madrid, Barcelona, Budapest, Warsaw and even the
USA all contained schools of art, publications, patrons, companies or
remarkable individuals who combined to make that movement flower in the
1880s and 1890s. It would then flourish after the massive 1900 Exhibiton
Universelle in Paris, Vienna’s succession movement exhibition in that same
year and the 1902 Turin Exhibition.18 While Art Nouveau predominated in
these events, the latter would also see several early examples of what would be
the new style displayed.19
With Art Deco, the early flowering in the fin de sic era consisted more of
isolated examples appearing, but no artistic movement in that style was
regularly sustained by the artists who produced these works. It was only after
the 1900 Exposition Univerelle Exibition in Paris that the then inchoate,
splintered small tendency which we now know as Art Deco began to emerge
and without great fanfare. It was a cultural rebellion centred in Paris, which
until the the fin de sic era had been a major centre for enforcing central
authority, patriarchal values and the European tendency to bourgeois
conformity.20 As a part of this rebellion in 1901 in reaction to the emphasis on
painting over other arts several Parisan craftpeople, designers and artists
formed ‘The Society of Artist Decorators’ to conduct their own exhibitions
which would emphasse their supremacy.21
In 1903 the Autumn Salon was also established in Paris and during the next
eleven years of its existence would exhibit artworks, hold retrospectives and
18

Julian Robinson, The Brilliance of Art Deco. Sydney, 1988. Rev. 1997. pp. 14-16
Tim Benton, ‘Italian Architecture and Design.’ In Art Deco 1910-1939. p. 219.
20
Modris Eksteins, Rites of Spring: The Great War and the Birth of the Modern Age. Reading, 1990. p. 81.
21
Victor Arwas, Art Deco. London, 1980. p. 10; Stephane Laurent, ‘The Artist-Decorator.’ In Benton, Art Deco
1910-1939. p. 165.
19
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provide a popular outlet for those styles which were outside the mainstream,
including those by artists we now see as working in what was then a nameless
style that became Art Deco.22 Until around 1910 Paris would be the one
sustaining centre for them. Even after that date as the style spread around the
globe, Paris would remain both its productive and inspirational centre.
The 1900 Exhibiton Universelle was seemingly the perfect opporunity to
advance the new style. This was one of the world’s most popular, massive and
suuccessful exhibitions; over fifty million tickets were sold, twenty four
nations (with their colonies) had massive display pavilions and the exhibition
area covered much of central Paris.23 Dazzled by this and the many
exravagant events the exhibition’s organiser’s sponsored, many writers
acclaim the exhibition as Art Nouveau’s triumph. However this very large size
worked against new innovators; they would have been battling to be noticed
against the larger, sometimes ostentatious exhibitions. Even substantial Art
Nouveau exhibitions were overwhelmed by the massive numbers of displays
for different styles and traditional art.24 The international exhibition’s
immense variety would have also jaded the viewers, patrons and
entrepreneurs. Another setback for the new style’s artists and sellers was that
while Asiatic and African art, the aesthetic movement and Arts and Craft styles
were represented, the exhibition was more of a celebration of existent or past
art than an invitation to initiate a new style.25
Despite this, by 1900 Art Nouveau was the western world’s predominant art
form and would stay so for another decade. Even Frank Lloyd Wright (19671959) Charles-Edouard Jeanneret (1887-1965) (alias Le Corbesier) and Eileen
Gray (1878-1976) who would all do so much to repalce individualistic Art

22

Ibid, p.10 p. 13.
Robinson, The Brilliance of Art Deco. p. 11.
24
Arwas, p .9
25
Ibid,
23
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Nouveau and Art Deco with mass produced modernism, initially worked in
these styles during the Edwardian era.26
Zenith’s however, do not last long and are folowed by declines - and Art
Nouveau’s decline came soon. The massive popularity from these exhibitions
ensured a massive demand and to meet that demand rushed quantities were
produced at the cost of quality and a waning of further imaginative
development. Furniture makers often supeficially added Art Nouveau derived
decorations onto their cheap products to meet demand.27 One alienated
response to the general problem was for many Art Nouveau artists, designers
and craftsmen to develop in directions leading to Art Deco. Parisian galleries,
magazines, studios and workshops lead this trend, providing encouragement
and income for what was initially art for the artist’s sake. The collectors and
buyers were frequently other artists, gallery owners, export/import people and
critics.28 Objects in the new style were usually individualistic creations and
therefore were expensive. Magazine and catalogue illustrations were usuaully
stencilled which was also expensive. All these high costs made this emergent
art form almost exclusively for the rich of a few European cities. Particularly
in jewellery, glassware and ceramics the term “luxury goods” was apt. This
exclusivity was reflected in the usual topic matter: the world of the Edwardian
rich.
From its emergence until the early 1920s the new style met with hostility and
apathy.29 In a different world early Art Deco may have died out, but the
emerging art form answered a need the way Art Nouveau could not and by
26

Jacques Gubler, ‘Switzerland: The Temperate Presence of Art Nouveau.’ Le Corbusier’s work is shown in
photographs p. 164, and texts and diagrams (615) p.168. Text and photograph (6.16-17 6.18 p. 169. For
Wright, William Chaitkin, Randell L. Makinson & Thomas A. Heinz, ‘USA: Louis Sullivan, Greene and Greene and
Frank Lloyd Wright.’ pp. 283-292. Text and photographs. Both essays are in Russell, Art Nouveau Architecture;
‘Eileen Gray.’ Wikipedia; Arwas, p. 116.
27
Arwas, p. 16.
28
Charlotte Benton and Tim Benton, ‘Avant-Garde Sources’ in Art Deco 1910-1939. p. 101; Robinson, The
Brilliance of Art Deco. p. 36.
29
Charlotte Benton and Tim Benton, ‘Avant-Garde Sources.
’ p. 101.
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1910 this was obvious. The ethereal, whimsical and enchanted ways of the old
styles were archaic. How could Art Noveau and those similar movements, the
English Arts and Craft movement, symbolism, aesthetecism and Pre –
Raphaelitism, all of which had been waning during the Edwardian Era, depict
the emerging, faster new world of aeroplanes, trains, radios, automobiles and
cinema? The topic matter lent itself to the new style: any attempts to match
such topic matter with the old styles could only lead at best to incongruity,
more likely to kitsch. Several Edwardian posters come close to this. There was
also the changing ways of a changing society. An assertive new middle class
and the development of unions had both led to assertive independent women
who did not fit depictions in the new styles – and they knew it. Their demands
were opening new markets.
Many Art Nouveau artists could not adapt to this new world or to all foreign
influences and styles. As mentioned Japanese art was a major inspiration. They
could also absorb the Russian Sergi Diaghilev’s exhibtion of Russian art in
Paris in 1906 and his subsequent extravagantly colourful Ballets Russes tours
– but then so could the new stylists. The Moorish, Turkish, Russian, Chinese,
Arabic and Indian art with their flowing lines, frequent use of curves and
varied use of colours, could sometimes blend with what was esentially a
European style, but African art could not. Art Noveau and African art were not
only literally continents apart, they were opposites in style and the emerging
new style became enthusiastically and heavily influenced by African Art.30 Art
Nouveau could not absorb the bold colours, zigzag patterns, angular lines,
striking symmetry and almost overpowering vitality obvious in so much
African art: Art Deco could and did. This tendency started with Picasso seeing
some examples during a museum visit in 1907.31 The African influence was
evident in “Head of A Sleeping Woman’ painted in that same year. By 1914
appreciation of African Art had spread across much of the western world.
30
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What applies to African Art also applied to the Futurists, a predominantly
Italian movement which started late in the Edwardian era and used bold
colours and bold lines to display their near worship of modern technology,
particularly in transport. In the 1920s Art Deco frequently used the same
techniques and topics and in artistic productions obviously shared the
technological enthusiasm, albeit with usually more restraint and sometimes a
moderating sensuality or whimsicality alien to futurism. The forceful
militaristic politics of most futurists frequently leaned towards fascism: after
Mussolini’s rise to power many even openly supported him.32
While the 1914-1918 conflict benefited futurism, the war put most artistic
developments on hold: the great exhibition to be held in Paris in 1915 was
cancelled and the Autumn Salon in 1914 was the last.33 Le Journal des Dames

et des modes one of the most inflential women’s magazines working as an
outlet for the new style in clothing, folded in August 1914.34 Gazette du Bon

Ton, the single most important fashion magazine shut, and did not resume
publication until 1919.35 Many artists such as Iribe turned their talents to
wartime propaganda.36 Others such as Poiret, Gray and C.R.W. Nevison
(1889-1946) served in some military capacity. Publications and designers’
studios would be very limited by wartime rationing.37 French restrictions on
cloth and wool lead to some restrictions on civilian clothing, but trade in
garments with neutral America was economically important, so, the clothing
trade there continued.38 The French were even prominant in fashion displays
at an International Exhibition in San Fransisco in May 1915.39 Some wartime
art could easily be viewed as Art Deco.
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‘A Dawn.’ by C.R. W. Nevison 1914. Wikimedia

‘The Menin Road.’ By Paul Nash (1889-1946) Wikimedia
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Yet the war itself radically altered fashions, excelerating the edwardian pace of
change. To economise women’s hemlines went from the ankles or even trailing
the ground to the shins. High collars dropped and hats with a circumfrence in
metres topped with piles of feathers gave way to what were almost skull caps
with short brimed covers. Cloche hats, which had slightly wider brims and
more height, became widely popular. The women’s war against corsets had
been winning victories as early as 1902 with the invention of the bra, but
wartime production restrictions dealt corsets and multiple petticoats a death
blow. Economy was the reason, simplicity and comfort were the immediate
result. By 1920 shimmering brightly coloured lamé replaced black, dour
browns, greys and deliberately dulled shades. Hemlines up to the calves, bare
backs and arms and low chest cuts were evident within two years of the war’s
end. Not all liberating developments came so fast. It would be 1927 before
showing knees was no longer risque and 1935 before makeup was
respectable.40 In The Edwardians J.B. Priestley recalled an amusing effect of
the changing fashions; young men found out that most women did not have
the shapely legs of Edwardian chorus singers viewed from the stalls.41
Women’s clothing was an obvious sign of the 1920s cultural revolution.
The war also accelaerated varied technological developments. More vehicle
drivers were needed and trained. After the war many of them wanted and got
their own vehicles. The previously seldom seen wireless and telephone became
common at the front first and then the home. The first commercial radio
broadcasts were made within two years of the 1918 armistice and radio
stations and radio ownership spread rapidly in the 1920s, as did ownership of
cars, phones and white goods. The first crossing of the English Channel, in
1909, was a flight of less than thirty miles and was considered marvellous. A
decade later the Atlantic was crossed in a WWI Vickers bomber. By the early
40
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1920s airlines were establishing regular tourist and mail flight routes. By the
second half of the 1930s most of the world was covered by the new airlines.
All these developments lead to new consumer markets which needed
ubiquitous advertising, a need Art Deco met – and by meeting that demand
spread the style globally, the first artistic style to do so. It was a revolution in
culture coming at a time when the world’s demographics were rapidly
changing. Despite the world war, the influenza pandemic of 1918-1922 and
revoltions in Mexico and Russia, each of which led to several million deaths,
by around 1927 the world’s population had grown to two billion, a doubling
since 1800-1805.42 Despite the Great Depression, Stalin’s purges, World War
Two, Mao’s purges and his artificial famine of 1958-1962, another billion
were added by 1960.43 Natural increase alone would have meant larger cities,
but the drift of rural dwellers to cities exacerbated the demographic
development and nessecitated extensive new building programes, particularly
from the 1880s until the Great Depression. This was an outstandingly frantic
and massive development in the USA. By 1927 America had 5,000 tall
buildings and even Beaumont Texas had more buildings of ten stories than any
European city.44 In that same year New York overtook London as the world’s
largest city and in the early 1930s held the world’s then largest buildings, the
Chrysler Building and the Empire State Building.45 These were among the
many American skyscrapers constructed essentially in the Art Deco mode.
Several cities such as Miami, Tel Aviv and Canberra were born into the world
of Art Deco architecture and showed it. Interestingly two cities were remade
almost totally in the new style, Santa Barbara California in1925 and Napier,
New Zealand, in 1932. Both had been flattened by earthquakes. Athens,
Mumbai, Nairobi, Kuala Lumpur, Rio, and also many small Florida towns hit
42
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by the Florida landboom of the 1920s found themselves rapidly transformed
from smallish cities to metropolisies due to these combined demographic,
architectural and economic changes. The changes themselves sometimes
seemed to be at an energetically fast, sometimes even frenetic pace: this was
reflected in 1920s culture. This tendency only slowed with the onset of the
Great Depression.
All this made the Edwardian world seem even more remote than just the
passing of a decade did. The hedonistic, frenetic, more wealthy 1920s world
was a very diferent milleau to what had gone before: few aspects of the culture
that had flourished in the Edwardian era continued after 1918. Where they
did it was usually because older artists still produced works in the spirit of
their earlier years, usually for loyal patrons set in their tastes. The Symbolist
and Pre-Raphaelite movements had been waning since the late 1890s and the
last works in these styles emerged in the 1920s.46 The Macdonald sisters seem
the last notable artists working in the Symbolist style. Art Nouveau did not die
as quickly: many individual works would appear as late as the early 1940s, but
as a dominant force 1910 seems its last good year.
That same year marked the long struggle for the new style to emerge as an
obvious global force: Paris was its capitol. The most prominent early figures in
Parisian Art Deco would be influential, but few had little to show for it. An
exception was Madeline Vionett (1876-1975). A provincial, she arrived in
Paris in 1889 to work as an apprentice dressmaker and came to believe in
abandoning restrictive clothing for what flowed and met the body’s shapes.47
After 1912 she owned and operated her own fashion house dedicated to these
ideas and ran it until the Second World War.48 Modestly, she never claimed to
have initiated a new style, but merely to have met the fashion needs of the
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time.49 Her career has parallels with her contemporary Coco Channel, (18831971) but Vionett did not have either the global celebrity or the market for her
creations. Two reasons were that she was less flamboyant and she stayed
within the Art Deco style after it was passé.
The prolific and extraordinarily varied works of Paul Iribe (1883-1935) have
lead some to acclaim him as the father of Art Deco.50 The son of a Parisian
cloth merchant, he started aged seventeen as a dress designer under Paul
Poiret (1879-1944) whose clothing designs, like Vionett’s adumbrated Art
Deco in that field. From around 1896 Poiret was designing women’s clothes to
fit the shape of their bodies, not restict them with corsets, ankle boots and the
other remaining regalia of Victorian fashion.51 Popular with the rich, these
changes did not catch on to any great extent with the public until the first
World War; they were essentially fancy dress and special occasion clothing for
the very well off. One indication of how exclusive Poiret’s designs were comes
from his 1909 London Exhibition where the cheapest dress displayed cost
thirty guineas. This was twice the annual wage of a scullery maid.52 Where the
effect of the new movement in the Edwardian era was massive was in
decorative art. Iribe revolutionised fashion advertising when in 1908 he
illustrated Poiret’s catalogue.53 Lepape would reinforce this upon taking over,
illustrating Poiret’s 1911 and 1912 catalogues.54 Pariain catalogues and
fashion magazines became a mainstay of both clothing fashion salons and Art
Deco illustrations from this time until the 1930s. The American publications

Vanity Fair, Harper’s Bazaar and Vogue would become their rivals and
eventually their replacements.
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Another immediate effect on Edwardian fashion was caused by the touring
Russian ballet. Famed for his successful intention to transform dance, sets and
music in ballets, unintntionally Sergi Diaghlev (1872-1929) and his major
scene and costume designer Léon Bakst (1866-1924) would do the same with
his stage costumes, which included harem pants and turbans, silk shawls and
diaphanouus oriential dresses.55 Between 1907 and 1912 Diaghlev brought
his Ballet Russes on tour and had a great effect on European theatrical and
artistic development with his new style of dancing, colourful costumes and
extravagant sets.56 Eyewitness J.B. Priestly stated that English ballet was totally
transformed by the tours of the Ballets Russes and that its effects were stil
evident in 1970.57 Eventually orientalism in fashion would spread through
most cultural aspects, but the immediate effect on contemporary artists was
massive and sometimes direct. Picasso, Matisse and Durain, working
seperately, designed several Diaghlev sets. 58 In June 1911 Poiret even had
Raoul Dufy and Georges Lepape design an extraordinarily lavish Persian style
banquet and celebration, ‘The One Thousand and Second Night.’ This staged
celebration for three hundred guests in compulsory Persian costume out
Diaghleved Diaghlev. Poiret was the sultan, dressed resplendently, in a
bejewelled white turban ruling from his elelaborate throne over his near
palatial gardens and home, which he had decorated with a massive awning,
oriental lanterns and coloured lights.59 Surrounded by an apparently mock
harem (probably models or seamstresses, Poiret does not say) his whip was as
he admitted displayed as a symbol of authority.60 Freed tropical birds,
peacocks, ibis and flamingoes wandered while his encaged wife displayed his
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latest dress creation from behind her gold bars, awaiting her spectacular
release.61 The enchained parrots, macaws and monkeys shared her sense of
imprisonment while a cast of traders, beggars, fortune tellers and other
oriental bazzar denizens plied their trade and “hidden orchestras” provided a
soundtrack. This bizarre event increased the demand for his Arabic costumes,
and accoutrements and the new perfume he launched that night.62 This was
Poiret at the height of his power and influence.
This Thousand and Two Night, the original Arabian Nights and The Ballet
Russes would all have a flow on effect as Iribe‘s designs soon matched those of
Poiret and Bakst. Iribe would go on to write, illustrate and edit a magazine,
design posters, furnishings, fabrics, rugs and jewellery, fulfil contracts as an
interior decorator, create art works, design Hollywood sets in the new style for
Cecile B. DeMille and even direct a feature length Hollywood film.63 His
prolific output came at too high a cost: his high energy level combined with
drugs and a hot temper, must have led to his sudden death from a collapse at
the age of fifty-two. His cousin George Barbier worked seperately, but in
exactly in the same fields, excepting caricatures and film directing. With films
he would act as a designer; his varied work was also prolific. One difference
between the cousins emerged: Barbier’s work more frequently focused on
obvious sexuality and unlike Iribe’s caricatures, was sensual rather than
bizarre. Like Iribe, he died early and at the height of both his fame and of the
new style’s popularity. Charles Martin was another versatile founder of the
new style. Like so many others in the new style’s emergent decade, while often
working individually, he would also work with and for others, depicting or
designing almost anything.
Not all who worked in Paris in the newly emerging art were French. During
the Edwardian era the American glass designer, glazier and producer Louis
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Comfort Tiffany (1848-1933) visited for work related reasons.64 Charles
Rennie Macintosh put on a display in the 1900 exhibition, visited again and in
the 1920s would live in the south of France. Picasso, Juan Gris, and Eduard
Benito (1891-1981) all Spanards, were based in Paris in these years.65 The
Russian Vassily Kandinsky arrived in 1906 and Modigliani, soon joined his
Bohemian crowd.66 The British artist C.R.W. Nevison became part of the
Parisian radical art mileu, sharing a flat with Modigiani.67 The Russian
aristocrat known as Erte (Romain de Tirtoff1892-1980) came to Paris in 1910
and became a fashion illustrator and a creator of fantastic art.68 Giovanni
Boldini (1842-1931) an Italian portraitist, adopted Paris as his home in these
years.69 The 1906 Autumn Salon featured a Russian exhibition organised by
Diaghilev, while that of 1910 featured a special display by a group of Munich
Decorators.70 The Japanese Laquer expert Seizo Sugawara and the Irish
aristocrat Eileen Gray (1878-1976) arrived in Paris in 1902 and would spend
much of their lives there. Their influence was initially in using laquer in the
new style, designing furniture interior designs and tapestries. 71 In 1922 Eileen
Gray opened her own Parisian salon and had prominent and successful
exhibitions in the 1925 Exibition.72
Although Paris remained the centre for the new art and fashion, the
cosmopolitian composition of so many of its artists gave it an international
appeal and flavour. Although New York would by the late 1920s rival it, no
other city would replace it in the artistic world between the wars.
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For many of these earlier designers Poiret was either a co-worker, employer,
mentor, host, donor or adviser. Despite Martin, Iribe and Barbier all being
younger, Poiret outlived these proteges, but his fate was sadder.

Paul Poiret at the height of his success, around 1913. Wikipedia

He had designed the catwalk and window displays, been the first to market his
own perfume brand, invented the photo shoot for product publicity and
helped many celebreties to prominence.73 His extravagant generosity and
brilliance as a pioneering fashion designer was unmatched by an ability to
adapt to the times. In the First World War when austerity for the war effort
was expected, his luxuries fell out of favour and he returned from war service
in 1919 to find his businesses verging on bankruptcy.74 Coco Chanel’s better
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made, sportier, more casual designs were becoming popular: the clothing
revolution had taken over from its originator.75 When he used the 1925 Paris
Exhibition as a venue to restart his career with three extravagantly decorated
boats the venture failed badly, losing a fortune. In 1929 he was bankrupted
and spent his last fifteen years at menial jobs, sometimes working as a
pavement artist, unable to provide for his funeral.76 Iribe’s lover Coco Chanel
(1883-1971) had Poiret’s brilliance as a designer combined with her own
great business sense. Coming from a poor family, she started at the lowest
levels of the dlothing trade and by hard work and diligence she ran her own
modern Parisian millinery shop by 1910. Within another decade she started
her own fashion house, which in the early 1920s rapidly became an empire.
One story relates that in his later years Poiret passed Chanel in the street and
as she was dresed in black, he aasked her who she was in mourning for. “For
you Monsieur.” She replied.77
She is widely considered as the greatest costumer of her era.78 Chanel was one
of the few Parisian designers in the new style to combine financial success,
celebrity and longevity.
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Depictions of women in Art Deco
Every artistic style has a large proportion of works concerning beautiful
women; Art Deco has more than most. While such depictions are usually
motivated by male desire and fascination and this was still a factor, the period
1895-1940 would see women becoming a major factor in the newly emerging
consumerism. There had always been female art patrons, but in this period a
large proportion of the world’s female population now had purchasing power.
the new style’s products, advertising and images had to appeal to this new
market. Self-confident women wanted and got self-confident images. Few
mythic or legendary women were now depicted: the aesthetes, the symbolists,
classists, pre-Raphaelites and the Art Nouveau movement had all done that
type to death. The women’s clothing revolution was unmatched by men. They
still wore white shirts with ties and cutaway suits and top hats.

Left: Coco Chanel in 1928. Right: Chanel in 1937 photographed by Cecil
Beaton. Both courtesy of The Red List. Smoking openly and wearing slacks
were considered rebellious and daring for women in the early 1920s – but by
the 1940s were a sign of being liberated from stuffy conventions.
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Dancer with Gazelle. 1916 Paul Manship (1885-1966) Wikipedia

Few female classical figures such as this emerged in the period between
the wars. Diana the huntress was a rare exception.
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Charles Martin ‘De La Pomme Aux Lévres.’ 1913
Courtesy: The Red List
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Louis Rhead. Woman with Peacocks. 1897

Russell Patterson (1893-1977)1920s. Library of Congress/Wikimedia
Daring for its time, this Art Deco depiction showed a self-confident woman
brazenly smoking and wearing skimpy clothing, revealing her knees and
cleavage. Compare this to the over-dressed Art Nouveau woman, appearing as
decorative as her peacocks.
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Alphonse Murcha (1867-1939) 1897 Wikimedia/Commons
Frequently used as an example of Art Nouveau, this advertisement also
sometimes appears as an example of early Art Deco. The woman’s selfconfident poise, the jewellery style and the bold use of orange are all typical of
the later style, but do not quite make it.
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Maurice Biais. 1902. Parisian Caberet. Pinterest/ Copyright Free Vintage
Posters
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The Art of George Barbier

‘Lady with a Panther.’ 1914. Wikimedia/Commons
Book Illustration ‘Isola Bella.’ 1914.

Courtesy: The Red List
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Both illustrations are from Barbier’s Chansons de Bilitis 1922.
Wikimedia/Commons
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‘Autumn Symphony.’ 1922.

Wikipedia Commons

Barbier’s illustration depicts a common Art Deco motif: a well off woman
walks a large, but sleek dog. Poodles and pekinese would not do, while large,
Saint Bernards and bassets were bulky. Alsations and dobermans were a bit too
threatening, but daschounds, borzois, afghans and collies could combine
sleekness, grooming and size.These qualities fitted in well with the svelte
appearance of their owners.
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Two of Barbier’s illustrations show how within thirteen years Art Deco could
come out of the world of Art Nouveau and develop its own unmistakeable,
instantly recognisable style.

‘Belle

Epoche.’ 1912 Wikipedia

Departing for the Casino. 1925. Courtesy: The Red List
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Ĝedeits Eliass (1887-1975) ‘Woman in a Bar with a Fan.’ Wikimedia.
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Tungsram Poster. 1919. Géza Farogó (1877-1928) Wikipedia
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René Vincent (1879-1936) Wikipedia. This image captures three of the
essential characteristics of the ideal new 1920s woman; exuberance,
movement and colour.

Tamara de Lempicka (1898-1980). Auto
portrait. 1929. Wikimedia
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Charles Gesmar (1900-1928) Above: A Moulin Rouge ticket.
Wikimedia. Below: “Elvire Popesco.’ Both images date from 1925.
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William Henry Margetson (1860-1940) ‘A New Day.’ 1900. Wikipedia.
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Nathan Altman (1889-1970) ‘Portrait of Anna Akhmatova.’ 1914.
Public Domain/ Wikimedia- Website of Harper's Magazine Page:
http://www.harpers.org/archive/2007/11/hbc-90001647Image URL:
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Charles Redfern (1853-1929) A 1911 design. Pinterest
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Redfern’s products c.1930. Courtesy: The Red List
Chanel’s 1929 shoulder bag. This seems “so what?” now, but in the 1920s
this was part of the revolution in fashion. Chanel developed the idea and the
design after seeing the shoulder bags of French troops in WW I. Wikipedia.
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An American dress and wrap of 1918

Douglas Stewart Walker (1883-1937). Even before the war ended garments
were becomimg looser and more flowing.

Photographer: Colin Rose. Daderot. Paris 1920s. Public Domain/Wikimedia
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Paul Poiret’s Designs. A 1911 Arabian costume and formal wearwhich shows
an eastern influence. Wikipedia
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Coles Phillips (1880-1926) 1922 hose advertisements. Wikimedia.
Modern readers might miss how daring these pictures were in 1922, when
showing knees was considered risqué. The floral decorations link to Art
Nouveau, but the body language, hairstyle and clothing are very 1920s.
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Coles Phillips. Above: ‘I Call it My True Companion.’ A 1920 Schaeffer Pen
advertisement. Public Domain. Below: A 1921 Schaeffer Pen advertisement.
Wikimedia
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Manuel Drazi (1860-1934) ‘Salome’ 1930. Wikimedia/Public Domain.
By the time this was painted the style was passé by about fifteen years
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Works Progress Administration. Cleveland Division of Health, FDA. Ohio. c.
1940. WPA Collection. Library of Congress/Wikimedia.
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Skying in the Jura Mountains. Courtesy: 164 Free Vintage Posters.
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Courtesy: 164 Free Vintage Posters.
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Swiss Lakes. Public Domain
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American WPA .1936 public health poster. Wikimedia.
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Copyright Free Posters/Public Domain
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Roger Broders (1883-1953) 164 Free Vintage Posters.
This travel poster, like the previous four depicting swimming and skiing,
develops images of active, self-confident young women. Cole Phillips also
depicted women realistically. These nine images are a contrast to many of the
earlier decorative depictions in the early days of the new style.
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Abram Games (1914-1996) A 1941 British recruitment poster.
Wikimedia. The end of Art Deco depictions of women and the end of the
world of women’s fashion and pleasure coincided. Great gains were
made by women in WW2 and its aftermath, but they came into a dreary,
tense world of austerity, wartime fears and fears of a world war which
would destroy all life on the planet. Lokking back made the 1920s seem
wonderful.
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The New Style Emerges: Strong, Fast, Joyous and Loud!
By 1920 the new style had forcfully emerged in all cultural aspects, becoming
ubiquitous, a strong part of what became known as “The Jazz Age.” 1919 was
not really the year of peace that so many acclaim. It had been the Year of
Versailles, one of the years of both the influenza pandemic and also almost
global revolution, and riot. Civil wars raged in Mexico and Russia and wars of
independence in Afghanistan, Iraq and Ireland while Germany, Austria,
Hungary, Turkey, Spain and China would be in revolutionary conflicts. 1920
would still be turbulent as these problems waned, but, for many who had
endured the Great War a great change had come. Leaving their nation for
exotic lands, rebelling against convention, putting sensuality into culture,
gaining material pleasure and leaving behind repression, duty and
imperialism in any form, in reality, fiction and ideas, typified their era. The
exuberance, restlessness and at times naïve hope for an emerging new world
which characterised so much of the 1920s mood appears in Isadora Duncan’s
conclusion to her autobiography:
As the boat proceeded northwards, I looked back with contempt and pity

at all the old institutions and habits of bourgeois Europe that I was
leaving. Henceforth to be a comrade among comrades, to carry out a vast
plan to work for this generation of humanity. Adieu then Inequality,

Injustice and the brutality of the Old World which had made my school
impossible.

When the boat at last arrived my heart gave a great throb of joy. Now for
the beautiful New World that had been created! Now for the World of

Comrades. The dream that had been conceived in the head of Buddha;

the dream that had resounded through the words of Christ; the dream
that has been the ultimate hope of all great artists; the dream that Lenin
had by a great magic turned to reality. I was entering now into this

dream that my work and life might become a part of its glorious promise.
Adieu Old World! I would hail a New World. My Life. 1928
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That restlessness quickly found practical solutions. Travel and tourism rapidly
expanded very soon after initial pioneering flight paths, roads and train lines

were established in the early 1920s. It suited the restlessness of the age, which
was so aptly described as the roaring twenties. Large numbers of expatriates
with minds full of romantic ideas and wallets full of money longed for exotic
locales and the transport to take them away now beckoned through posters.
The flying boat became an icon of the inter war years. Imperial Airways,
which started in1924, soon used them extensively. The eastern route went
from London to Australia via India and then through aligned companies to
New Zealand and the Pacific. Other runs went to Canada and the Caribbean
and from Cairo to Capetown. Flying boats were a common form of transport,
with the 1938 Short model being a large and luxurious carrier. In June 1939
Imperial Airways merged, going through name changes. Many of the
company’s aircraft were seconded for the war effort and did not survive. By
1947 the remaining flying boats were no longer profitable and were
discontinued, jets would soon take over.
The destinations for interwar travel made anywhere seem exotic and some
really were. Romance vivdness, sensuality, warmth in the sun - all were
available – for those rich enough. Foreign travel for the masses only really
developed in the 1960s.
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Means of Travel and the Destinations

Courtesy: 164 Free Vintage Posters.
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Courtesy Wikimedia/ The Red List
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New York Airports 1936/1937. Library of Congress/Wikimedia Commons
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Courtesy: 164 Free Vintage Posters.
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Two paintings by Rockwell Kent (1882-1971) show how widespread the
changes brought about by aircraft were.
Above: ‘Mail Service in the Tropics’ 1937. Wikipedia
Below: ‘‘Mail Service in the Arctic’ 1937. Carol M. Highsmith Archive at the
Library of Congress. Public Domain/Wikipedia
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The Pennsylvania Railroad 1930s . Picadilly Circus. The style lives
on. Both illustrations are from Wikipedia.
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Leslie Ragan (1897-1972) New York Central. 1938

Both illustrations Wikimedia
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Cairo Baghdad-Karachi Imperial Airways. Courtesy: wallpaper.free.co.uk
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Both images courtesy of Copyright Free Vintage Posters

Is this a genuine 1930s poster or one of the many recreations?
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Wikimedia.
A new transport system in 1937, this did not quite take off. (pun intended)

Fiat advertising Courtesy: Free Vantage Posters
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1920s image wallpaper/wiki

Free Vintage Posters/Public Domain
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The 1936 Baltic run.

Wikipedia
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Roger Broders. Courtesy: 164 Free Vintage Posters.
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E. A. Schefer. (1896-1942) ‘Affichers PLM.’ 1925. Public Domain
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Courtesy: 164 Free Vintage Posters.
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Charles Avalon. Courtesy: Copyright Free Vintage Posters
This artist fancifully combines travel method, target and dream.
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Roger Broders

Wikipedia
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James Northfield (1887-1973) ‘Trans By.’ c. 1935.
Courtesy: Free Vantage Posters/ 164 Free Vintage Posters.
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Frank S. Nicholson. WPA poster. c. 1938. Library of Congress/Wikimedia.
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Scotland

Courtsey copyright Free Vintage Posters
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Romance was part of the escape. Public Domain.
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Romance was often part of the escape, again Courtesy: The Red List
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Both Illustrations are from
Wikimedia and are by Vittorio Grassi (1878-1958). ‘The Lido’ 1920.

Venice was always a favoured tourist destination
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An Italian poster designed to enourage tourism. c.1930. Wikimedia
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Here the transport was the tourist’s travel target. If the train is the
Orient Express, what else could it be? Wikimedia Commons/Open Clip Art.
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Leslie Raglan. Chicago railways poster. c.1930 Wikimedia Commons/
Public Domain.

Like many Art deco artists Leslie Raglan had a remarkable ability to
make the most mundane things and places take on an exotic, energetic
and magical appearance. Depicting Chicago with a sense of power and
grandueur was the easy part, but his use of colour, the clouds that could
never exist in reality and the woman with the doves bring in the magic
and whimsy.
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Courtesy: Free Vantage Posters.
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Early Art Deco. A 1910 American travel poster.

Wikimedia
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Indian Travel Poster. c. 1935. Courtesy: Wikimedia/Creative
Commons/164 Free Vintage Posters.
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Henry George Gawthorn (1878-1941) Courtesy: Library of Congress/ 164
Free Vintage Posters.
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Courtesy Copyright Free Vintage Posters
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Above: 164 Free Vintage Posters. Below: Copyright Free Vintage Posters
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Courtesy: 164 Free Vintage Posters.
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Courtesy: 164 Free Vintage Posters.
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Courtesy: Copyright Free Vintage Posters
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Courtesy: Copyright Free Vintage Posters
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Percival Albert Trompf (1902-1964) ‘Australia.’ c. 1929. Wikimedia.
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The Vintage Years and the Decline: 1920-1940
In the first half of the 1920s the new style was beginning to open up to mass
appeal. Some areas, architecture, sculpture, jewellery and haute culture
clothing would remain expensive and for the elite (as they did in every
culture) but others would not. Posters, films, magazines, book covers,
furniture, pottery, glassware, ceramics, dinnerware, cutlery, teapots, vases,
stoneware, mugs and drinking glasses, are all by their nature, usually designed
for mass appeal and so could usually not be too expensive. At the beginning of
the 1920s other commodities were initially for the rich. These would include
radios, phonograms, electric refrigerators and electric or gas stoves. Before the
decade reached midpoint higher wages, expanding credit and hire purchase
started placing these commodities into the grasp of the working classes in the
western world. Due to Henry Ford’s development of Taylorist mass production
methods for the Model T Ford in 1907-1908, automobiles had already been in
that category for nearly twenty years. As with planes and trains, the later
1920s would also see the development of more streamlined automobile
models.79
Oddly at the same time as technology was pushing art into the future, a major
inspiration would come from the very remote past. When Howard Carter
discovered the Pharaoh Tutankhamun’s tomb in late 1922 the world was
fascinated and images of several of his 5,938 found objects from the three
thousand, two hundred year old tomb were spread around the globe by the
media.80 Suddenly imitation Pharaonic style jewellery, decorations and bric-abrac was demanded by many and by April 1923 designers were obliging.81
Soon after the Egyptian influence spread to everything from women’s clothing
and interior design to architecture.82 Tutmania, as the Egyptian fad was
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known, soon became ubiquitous. In one example carved then painted
hieroglyphics were placed on a masonic lodge frieze.83 What was ubiquitous
soon became bizarre. Biscuit tins in the shape of a funeral urn, dances, hats,
gloves, feather fans, perfumes, soaps, toffees and sewing machines all became
ancient Egyptian.84 Egyptian style cinemas were nothing unusual: thirteen still
survive in the USA alone.85 Fortunately the world was spared pharaonic flying
boats and automobiles, although clock faces fixed on small scale Egyptian
temples attended by pharaohs were ridiculous enough.86 The 1920s Egyptian
fad did produce some refreshing and beautiful art amongst the kitsch.
Tutmania as it was called, tended to divide between direct imitations and those
creations which were derived or inspired by Carter’s revelations. It certainly
reinforced the already developed tendency to using jewels and stones, bright
colours and striking diagonal lines. For two years this style and its derivatives
seemed almost in position to overwhelm other currents within the emerging
new culture, but then came the 1925 International Exhibition of Modern
Decorative Arts in Paris.
This important exhibition had a long gestation. It came about because Parisian
designers and craftspeople working in the new style pressured the French
government for another exhibition. In 1912 the French Chamber of Deputies
agreed and plans for an exhibition in 1915 went ahead, but national rivalries,
then the outbreak of war and subsequent economic uncertainties delayed the
opening until April 1925. 87 Similarities to the 1900 event were obvious; the
locale, the massive size, the level of interest and their overall success. Also
obvious were the differences: art and culture had changed so much in the
quarter of a century between the two Parisian events. There was also a
difference of intent: in 1900 the art of the past and present were celebrated.
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Wikimedia

In 1925 the focus was strongly on the modern and the future: only what was
modern would be accepted for display.88 The aim of the French with the
exhibition was to stop the erosion of their primacy in the decorative arts and
in luxury goods.89 The way that two thirds of the supposedly international
Exhibitions’ acres were for French displays and the only African exhibits were
from French colonies ensured this.90 The French had the most displays: of the
twenty four nations who had display pavilions, most were European. Some
French businesses, provinces and department stores had pavilions as large as
those representing nations. Japan, Turkey, Russia, China and India and the
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French colonies of Indo-China had representations, but no exhibits came from
Latin America, the USA, Australia, New Zealand, Norway or Germany.91
The exposition sponsor’s aims were to gain an obvious and immediate success,
in the fields of immediate financial gain, restored prestige and long term
financial planning. The immediate impression was of a great success. Sixteen
million people attended. Although many remarkable and great examples of Art
Deco came into existence in the first quarter of the twentieth century, the
exposition made 1925 the year that it became the world’s dominant art form.
Opportunities, already increasing, now abounded for the creative, the
idiosyncratic and the visionary, but this was only the exposition’s immediate
result.
In the long run the organiser’s aims were unsuccessful. Exhibitors convinced
many that modernist ways (what we now all Art Deco) were indeed the
fashion to develop. In one way they were too successful in this. When the
exposition succeeded in popularising the new modern style globally, those
making cheap imitations, more than the French originators the sponsors had
promoted, would be the major beneficiaries. Even just before the exhibition it
was noted how some foreigners were lucratively making cheap imitations of
expensive French designs.92 The exhibition unintentionally fed this tendency.
The Americans soon realised what they had missed and from 1926 into the
1930s organised several large promotional events for consumer goods in the
new style – which rapidly took off for home consumption.93
Like the 1900 Exposition, the initial great success and the flow on effects
developed in the same way as with Art Nouveau in the Edwardian era. While
the 1925 exposition ensured that the new style became the world’s dominant
art form it would also ensure that its very success contained the beginnings of
its decline. Opportunities were now available globally for opportunists to meet
91
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demand through mass production. Once again high demand led to mass
produced quantity, often at the cost of both quality and inventiveness.94 If
producers could sell cheap imitations of the same product for years, why go to
the trouble of putting time and money into something new? Why produce one
expensive hand-made vase when fifty cheap copies could be factory made for
the same price? As long as the 1920s economic boom lasted, those living on a
spending spree could afford the decorative new style, but economic reality hit
after October 1929.
Other threats had a long gestation which emerged in 1925. As early as 1908
the Austrian architect Adolph Loos (1870-1933) wrote a whole book about
the uselessness and ugliness of architectural decoration.95 His own brilliant
constructions (sometimes decorated after his death) sometimes show how right
he was about his own works.96 In 1914 the Italian Futurist Antonio Sant’ Ella
(1888-1916) published a similar manifesto stating that decoration was an
absurdity and that the home should be a gigantic machine.97 Sant’ Ella was
killed in the war and Loos disgraced and marginalised, so their ideas were
sidelined, but only to some extent. Not in his interiors or his art, but in his
architectural designs Macintosh had frequently come close to such ideas. Just
before the First World War Peter Behrens (1868-1940) and his former student
Walter Gropius (1886-1969) would separately design several glass and steel
buildings that were in line with these modernist tendencies.98 Le Corbusier
would be amongst Behrens’s students and in 1918 would publish another
modernist manifesto.99 Gropius’s war service sidelined his activities, but just
after the war he founded the Bauhaus School of Architecture, dedicated to
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modernism. Ironically the school’s building was being worked on while the
Exhibition ran.100

This exhibition pavilion was built and used by a single French Company.
Frances Goglins/ Public Domain
Ominously at the 1925 exhibition the encouraged forward thinking mentality
was going beyond Art Deco. This was obvious with some of the undecorated,
almost stark pavilions which adumbrated 1930s modernism.101 The Russian
exposition building in particular was futuristic, looking like something from
the 1960s.102 Le Corbusier and his cousin Pierre Jeanneret had a modernist
pavilion which caused controversy and hostility.103 Considering how Art Deco
glorified the individual craftsman and how Le Corbusier described them as
“antique lovers” and considered their decorative art to be “a dying thing” this
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controversy was unavoidable.104 Le Corbusier wanted to replace craftsmanship
with mass production; like Sant’ Ella seeing houses as cells in a body and
machines to live in.105 At first setting up a modernist pavilion in an Art Deco
exhibition seems quixotic and provocative, but as the Soviet pavilion and the
earlier modernist works showed, the times were indeed changing and heading
towards mass production. When the nearby pavilions set up by department
stores are considered, was it so foolish to have examples of mass produced
goods displayed near them? How many department stores sell or have ever
sold hand crafted individual goods?
Even by 1925 furniture could be made from newly developed tubular chrome
and plastic. Streamlining frequently replaced the angular, the geometric and
the symmetrical. The Parisian fashion magazines and catalogues had sustained
Art Deco designs and salons, but the last of these Parisian magazines closed in
September 1932.106 By 1933 fashion salons were obviously giving way to
Hollywood as the arbiter of designs.107 Unless one was one of the idle rich why
spend time and money on salon appointments for designs in a depression
when for the price of a cinema ticket Garbo, Dietrich, Ginger Rogers, Dolores
Del Rio, Loretta Young, Colbert, Ruby Keeler, Crawford or Swanson could
demonstrate what was stylish?108
Until the middle of the 1930s few could see these emergent problems. Paul
Iribe could see them and he spoke contemptuously of the 1925 Exposition,
deriding it as “the alliance between art and the cube.” 109 Paul Poiret also
noticed how the crowds were not the discerning rich, but those wanting
sensations.110 A critical eyewitness at the exhibition, Georges Benson correctly
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predicted the approaching mass production. These were rare opinions going
against surface appearances.
The years 1925-1930 were the peak years for the new style and it took over in
all fields. While Art Nouveau architecture could be found in the oddest places
on the globe, Art Deco went further, rapidly becoming almost globally
ubiquitous. Even Stalin allowed it in the Moscow Metro. The hermit kingdoms
of Tibet, Afghanistan and also Mongolian herders and polar explorers’
outposts were the few who missed out. Villages south of the Sahara, in New
Guinea and on the roads to Mongolia probably had no knowledge of its
existence – but what of anywhere else? One of the most ubiquitous aspects of
Art Deco were the cinemas. In the 1890s films had started as booths in arcades
or in tents, but after World War One cinemas spread like mushrooms after
rain. They were frequently opulent, designed to conjure up the dream world
films so often depicted. Similarly developments in flight led to planes,
zeppelins and airports which reflected the new tendencies in art. In literally a
smaller way, radios would bring their art deco deigns into homes, offices and
farms across the globe.
The middle 1930s would see the obvious start of the new style’s decline, most
obviously in fascist nations. Hitler, Goebbels, Stalin, Franco and Mussolini have
had so much said about their crimes against humanity, but less about their
crimes against art and culture. Whimsicality, individuality, subtlety, sensitivity,
sensuality and experimentation characterized the new style and each of these
qualities was anathema to the 1930s dictators. They created massive,
monolithic and dreary architecture and kitschy art serving as propaganda for
their simplistic and repressive beliefs. Hitler’s theories of one monolithic,
racially pure nation and intolerance for differences became a blanket of
enforced kitsch covering the whole nation. Mussolini inflicted particularly
awful and risible bad taste and kitsch on his nation through individual
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examples.111 While Mussolini favoured the futurists and tended to control
through employment opportunities rather than imprisonment, some Italians
could still produce new style works similar to those in freer nations.112 This
was not typical of fascist Europe. In Germany the old styles did not last long
after the fall of the Weimar Republic in 1933 and then Austria in 1938. The
Bauhaus School, fashion houses, salons, art galleries and designer’s studios
were sometimes forcibly closed and people connected with them fled as Hitler,
the failed artist and architectural student devastated these cultural fields.
Where the Spanish Civil War did not destroy the older styles, the victorious
fascists left them to decay. As late as the middle of the 1980s this was still
obvious, at least to this author. Going to see the 1929 Seville Exposition
building in 1986, I found workmen were smashing up the tiles there and they
gave me one. At the Alhambra in Grenada damage was done in the 1950s by
selling filigree bits to tourists. Judging by the large numbers of works
produced two fascistic exceptions to this cultural repression are Brazil’s
Vargas dictatorship of 1930-1945 and Portugal’s Salazar dictatorship of
1932-1968. These two dictators both allowed and apparently encouraged Art
Deco forms.113 Both however, do not perfectly fit into a purely fascist form of
dictatorship; both actively opposed Hitler and were not expansionist or heavily
militaristic.
Another blow to the new style was economic. The Great Depression, which hit
suddenly in October 1929, did not have an immediate effect on the new style.
Well into 1930 many believed that they were seeing a temporary financial lull
and the 1920s boom would soon return. Looking through Art Deco
architectural and luxury goods illustrations shows that many works were
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produced in 1930. One of the largest and most opulent creations in the style,
New York’s Chrysler building, was completed in that year. However few
illustrations for architecture are dated to 1931. Clearly architectural plans
from 1929 or earlier went ahead, but by 1931 few new buildings seem to have
started construction and few of those were in the decorative style. Although
Art Deco derived furniture and posters are still being made in the twenty first
century, constructions are another matter. The last great Art Deco
constructions were the Mutual Building in Cape Town which opened in 1940
and the Maharajah of Jodhpur’s palace. Started in 1929, it was not completed
until the middle of the 1940s.114 Designed by an Englishman, it incorporated
Indian and English decorations into what was essentially one of the last great
Indian palaces. What had been the new style just after the First World War
was being challenged by 1930 by the establishment of a new architect’s
organisation which rejected decoration and ostentation, aiming for simplicity
and streamlining in architecture, furniture and interior design.115 Le Corbusier
was a leading inspiration and Eileen Gray, who had suddenly focused on
architecture in 1924, was a prominent member.
The simple, streamlined architecture which would be entitled modernism was
cheaper than most Art Deco constructions and so was held up as an
alternative. With the Great Depression this idea became more attractive:
decoration, by its very nature is a superfluous cost. Modernist architecture was
usually cost effective. Le Corbesier had the great and positive idea of providing
cheaply built, clean, new and eqalitarian housing for the increasingly large
numbers of city dwellers. 116 Le Corbesier and those following his lead
emphasised large and numerous windows as a source of light and interiors
with light colours. The reality was sadder. In the metropolitan cities identikit
apartments stacked on top of each other would soon replace the stylish
114
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bungalow. This tendency continued through the decades, so that by the 1970s
millionaires could not buy houses in the city centres of Athens, Stockholm,
Hong Kong, or Barcelona; no amount of money could bring them back into
existence. This tendency has only worsened in subsequent decades and now
applies to many other cities. By 2018 over 15,000 bungalows had been
bulldozed to make way for skyscrapers in Sydney alone. In Shanghai, once one
of Asia’s greatest Art Deco treasures, high rises now continue for as far as the
eye can see. Hanoi’s old French quarter was ravaged by a suspicious fire and
new buildings went up. One wonders what the destruction rate for other
metropolises are like.
Le Corbesier’s architecture has been much praised and imitated, but is this
because he raised living standards for many? Or is this because by putting
units on top of each other, land values, rents, taxes and rate payments have all
vastly increased, making more money for councils, rentiers, builders, and
developers? Are these people praising his art or their larger profit margins?
Le Corbesier’s architecture looks souless, his identikit blocks and those of his
imitators impose a sameness on cities. In contrast Art Deco could
accommodate local heritage and character. Even Le Corbesier may have been
ultimately alienated from his style: his last accommodation was a tiny log
cabin in the French woods.117 Frank Lloyd Wright also developed towards
moderist functionalism, but in large houses for the rich and buildings for
government and business. To this writer his work, while original, often jars.
By the middle of the 1930s the Art Deco movement was being put through the
same process its practitioners had put the Art Nouveau movement through
thirty years before. While Art Deco seemed both prolific and dominant,
modernism and functionalism were undermining it. This was not always
evident as these two styles frequently had aspects of Art Deco in their
appearance. However the 1937 Parisian Exposition, dominated by modernism
117
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and functionalism, showed the new tendency emerging as strong, vibrant and
popular.118
The July 1939 New York World’s Fair also made this very evident as its
displays demonstrated that architectural modernism was triumphant.119 Even
furniture and interior design was reflecting the changes. Other cultural fields
would follow. Economising resources, reducing spending and enforcing
conformity on the home fronts would also effect every other cultural aspect.
The waning cultural revolution of 1895-1940 was ultimately ended by war.
Was this cultural revolution a failure? While this writer considered that a
group of swimmers passed by, having towels in the bright colours and
symetrical patterns brought to prominence around ninety years before.
Checking to see if they had wet my shoes made me see that their design was
from the 1920s. Dresses shaped for the human body, not to repress it are a
global standard now. From skyscrapers to shoulder bags, from secular
leadlight windows to statuettes, Art Deco inspired objects are all around us –
still improving and brightening our lives.
*
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Common objects and Posters

A French Buckle of 1925. Diamonds and Lapus Luzili are among the
components. Below: A Budapest Hotel chair. Both images: Wikimedia /creative

commons
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Designer: Eric Slater 1930.

Public Domain
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The design of this Phillips radio above shows that it is a later model, from
1931. The first1920 radios were massive rectangles. The American radio
below was photographed by Joe Haupt. Wikimedia Commons
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Elizabeth E. Copeland (1866-1957) This silver box dates from around 1915.
Both images: Wikipedia.

Although compacts came into common usage around 1900 this compact
which looks so 1920s was made in the 1960s. The style faded but did not die

.
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The French cabinet dates from 1916. Gerrit Rietveld’s ‘The Red and Blue Chair’
from 1917. Their differences in style shows the clash of ideas in art at this
time. Both images from Wikipedia
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Photographer: Noah Jepson. T&P Station Grill. Courtesy Creative Commons

Oscar Brandt: A screen designed for the 1925 exhibition. Wikipedia.
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Vittorio Grassi (1878-1958) 1920 Wikimedia
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English pottery with Truda Carter patterns. 1920s-1930s. JPG Wikimedia.
Below: A French jug from around 1930. After ninety years this style is still so
popular that this could have been made last week. Wikimedia Commons
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Clarice Cliff (1899-1972) English tableware created in 1930. Wikimedia
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Russell Wright (1904-1976) American table ware of 1937. The effects of
streamlining modernism can be seen even here. Below: 1930s Waechtersbach
ceramics. Both Images are from Wikipedia.
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Louis Rhead ceramics. 1899.
Below: Photographer Chaanara. A French stoneware vase of 1925 from
Mogin-Lunéville. Another example of unaging art. Both images: Wikimedia
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Photographer: Lex Tollenaar.

Photographer: Fabio Bruna
Creative Commons

Public Domain
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A woman’s shoe from Tunisia. Below: Not so common an object –
Dorothy’s magic shoes from The Wizard of Oz (1939) Designer
Gilbert Adrian
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Posters
The world of posters brought the new style of art to people whatever their
interests. Sinclair Lewis’s 1936 play was futuristic, warning of the possibility
of a fascist takeover in America

Wikimedia
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Winold Reiss. Before America entered
WWW1 in April 1917 her migrant population could support different sides.
In 1916 the year this poster was distributed Chicago was the seventh largest
German speaking city in the world. and currently 37% of Americans have
some Germanic ancestry.

Ernest Ludwig Kurchener (1880-1938).
‘Street Scene at Night.’ 1926-1927. Berlin. Wikipedia
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Above: Wiki .Below: Henri Meunier (1873-1922) An 1897 advert. Wikipedia.
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Horace Taylor (1881-1934) London Underground. 1924 Library of Congress.
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Wikimedia

A 1920 Madrid carnival poster. Courtesy: Copyright Free Vintage Posters.
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English advertisement for imported German pianos. 1920. Wikipedia
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J. Hirt. NPS Poster. c. 1938. Copyright Free Vintage Posters/
Library of Congress
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John Wagner ‘Don’t Kill Our Wildlife.’ c.1936 WPA. Public Domain
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Frank S. Nicholson ‘Wildlife: The National Parks System Preserves all
Life.’ 1940. Library of Congress
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Pinterest/Public Domain
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Above Horseracing in Munich. Courtesy: 164 Free Vintage Posters.

Fortunato Depero (1892-1960) The new Future Theatre Poster Italy 1924
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Théophile Steinlen (1859-1923) The
Black Cat. 1896 Public Domain/Wikimedia.

An Australian health ad. Both
images courtesy of Copyright Free Vintage Posters
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Art Deco could easily go into kitsch. Placing Incas with horses, red dresses or
rum is incongruous. As for the energy and melodramatics… Courtesy French
Vintage Posters. Below: Joseph Casky. A French 1920 gallery card. Wikimedia
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French Hats 1938.

Courtesy: Free Vantage Posters
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Both posters Wikipedia

Two American posters from 1937
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The Works Progress Association (WPA) was established in 1935 by America’s
federal government to stimulate employment and better health. Posters such as
these were created to encourage enthusiasm and participation IN WORK AND
IMPROVE America’s health, which had been badly affected by the depression.
In style and topic matter they are a world away from the start of Art deco in
the 1890s and the Edwardian world.

WPA 1938

Library of Congress/Wikimedia
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Two American public health posters of 1938
by Eric Hans Krause (1899-1990). Both are Library of Congress/Wikimedia.
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WPA Posters. 1935 Wikimedia.
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WPA Poster. 1939. Wikimedia.
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Above: ‘East Side West Side.’ WPA Poster. 1938. Public Domain.
Below: Isadore Possof. ‘Don’t Jay Walk. Watch Your Step.’ 1937.
Library of Congress
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The Official FIFA World Cup Poster. 1930. Wikipedia. The blue
line is a goalkeeper stopping a score.
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Wikimedia
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Courtesy of Copyright Free Vintage Posters
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C.R.W. Nevison. ‘Downtown.’ 1920. Wikimedia Commons

‘Drawing in Two Colours.’ c.1920. Winold Reiss (1886-1953) Wikipedia
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Architecture From Around the World.

The Maharajah’s Palace Jodhpur. Both images Wikimedia

The Hotel Bristol Warsaw
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Miami. All images from Miami are from Wikimedia.
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Both images Miami Beach.
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Photographer for all three images Stefenetti Emilians Ocean Five Motel

Detail of a Miami museum

169

The land that became Miami, by being subdivided in 1915 meant that its
growth coincided with the flowering of Art Deco. The Florida land boom of the
1920s into the early 1930s meant that the economic boom, the building boom
and the land boom had a symbiotic relationship. Even the Great Depression of
1929-1934 and then the great hurricane of 1935 which left hundreds dead
could only slow the growth as millions of Americans still hungered for sun
and sand. In some ways the depression fuelled the migration to Florida – many
needed to escape the high fuel bills of the northern states. Miami would have
more Art Deco architecture than anywhere else on earth.
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Bisbee Arizona Court House Doors (1931) and on the next page the front
façade. Both pictures courtesy of Wikipedia

171

172

Tutmania. The Carreras Cigarette Factory. London 1928. Both images
commons/wikimedia. The cats are modelled on those found in Tutankahmun’s
tomb.
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Hispanic Art Deco Wikimedia/wikipedia/creative commons
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A South African railway station and below Photographer: Colin Rose.
Detail of a Cape Town Building. Both Images are from Wikipedia.
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Grace Hotel Sydney 1930 Wikipedia
Paris 1935 Functionalism or Art Deco?

Wikimedia
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A Portuguese Art Deco edifice.

Both Images Wikipedia

Easton’s Ninth Floor. Toronto

177

A typical bungalow which emerged in the new style between the world wars.
Auckland. Both images Wikipedia

Photographer: Alan Lefting. Napier NZ

178

Maison Ernest Comier Montreal

Photographers: Sandra Cohen Rose & Colin Rose. Above Havana. Below Los
Angeles 1930. Both images are from Wikimedia/Creative Commons.
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Los Angeles 1930.

‘Egyptian Building’ USA Wikipedia
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Photographer: Colin Rose. Leadlight from a Melbourne House.
Courtesy Creative Commons

181

A Parisian restaurant interior, the Brasserie Julien. While mainly decorated in
Art Nouveau, these windows were added in the 1920s.

Omaha Union Station. 1931. Both illustrations are from Wikipedia

182

The Mutual Building. Capetown 1940. Both Images are from Wikimedia
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Photographer: David Brossard. Cincinnatti Ice Cream Parlour. Wikimedia

Photographer: Kirâly-Smith. The Fisher Building. Detroit.

Wikimedia
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Cape Town Mutual. Detail Wikimedia Commons

Lakewood Colorado. A Shopfront.

Courtesy; Public Domain
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A detail of the Chrysler Building. Wikpedia. Polish version
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Photographer: Carol M. Highsmith. The Chrysler Building. 1930.
Public Domain/Library of Congress/Wikipedia
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Photographer: Tony Hisgett. Foyer of the Chrysler Building.
Both images are from Wikipedia/Creative Commons.

Photographer: ‘Dorf’ the entrance doors to the Chrysler building.
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The Fisher Building Entrance and Lobby. Detroit 1928. Wikipedia.
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The Women’s Museum of Dallas Texas. Established 1910. Redorated in the
new style 1936. Wikipedia

Two views of Christ the Redeemer in Rio. Both are courtesy of Wikipedia
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Designer: Paul Landowski (1875-1961) Built 1922-1931. The simplicity of its
lines fits into Art Deco. Its purposful domination of the city is not so simple.
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Cinemas Around the World
The world of film developed parralel with Art Deco and adopted its style
globally. The extravagance, colour and fantasy so frequently displayed in the
style suited the cinematic world and spread to the most remote places.

Photographer: Ann Beaumont. Napier NZ
Asmara’s Cinema established in 1938 is still operative. Both images Wikipedia
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Melton Regal Cinema England, dating from the 1930s, it is still operative.

Still Operative. Capri Cinema Adelaide. Both images Wikimedia
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England. Wikimedia /commons

194

The Eden Theatre. Lisbon. How many other cinemas have an atrium in the
foyer? A Second Portuguese Cinema. Both images Wikipedia
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The Phoenix London. Built 1912 redsigned 1938.

Lowes’ Movie Palace New York 1930. Both images Wikipedia
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Two American theatres from 1930. Above: Rockwell Kent designed the interior
decorations of this Massachusetts cinema and with others, painted it. Below:
Tucson’s restored Fox Theatre. Both images are from Wikipedia.
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Germany 1925

Above: Wikipedia

Hollywood 1933

Grand Hotel. 1932. Courtesy: The Red List
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Hollywood classics.
King Kong 1933.
Modern Times 1936. Both Wikimedia
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Photographer: Andy Murray. Egyptian Theatre. De Kalb Illinois.

Grauman’s Theatre. Hollywood 1922. Both images Wikipedia.
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The Africa Cinema. Maputo. Both images
Wikimedia

A Vancouver cinema. 1941
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Ironically the last of the Art Deco designs was the longest lasting and seen by
more people than earlier designs. Those last designs were the logos for
Hollywood studios. Apart from lasting for decades in cinemas and television,
videos and DVDs would keep them before the public.

Wikipedia and Wiki

The end
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